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How to Convert AVCHD to New iPad on Mac

The much awaited New iPad is coming at last. Maybe the name is beyond your expectationï¼Œnot
iPad 3 or iPad 2S or iPad HD, but the specs are almost the same as those are rumored before. The
A5X dual-core processor with quad-core graphics, the HD retina display with 2048*1536pixel
resolution are just as rumored. The most import feature of the New iPad is definitely the super-high
definition of the display. We have known that iPad 2 has made the display clearer than almost all
competitors, the New iPad's definition is double that of iPad 2. This is certain the main edge of the
New iPad compared with other competitors. How is it like is just beyond words, we can not image
and only after we see it by ourselves we know it.

Enjoy movies on the New iPad is certain a kind of enjoyment because of the HD display. But just as
most tablet, the New iPad can play several video formats such as MP4, MOV, M4V,etc, to purchase
movies from iTunes is absolutely a long term plan for those who love watch movies, so is there an
easy solution to put the movies downloaded from the internet to the New iPad?Sure, there
is.iOrgsoft AVCHD to New iPad Converter for Mac can perfectly do the job.

iOrgsoftÂ AVCHD to New iPad Converter for Mac  is a comprehensive video editing software that are
professional to convert AVCHD mts, AVCHD Lite, files to common formats and also capable of
converting between other formats such as AVI,MKV,MOV,M4V,FLV,WMV,MPG, 3GP,and so on. If
get an AVCHD Camcorder, this software will be your good tool to help you make your home movies,
it can easily clip video to smaller segments, merge short videos to long one, and adjust video effect
such as brightness, contrast, saturation and so on.

Supported camcorders include: Canon HF camcorders, Panasonic HDC camcorders, Sony HDR,
Sony Cyber-shot, Sanyo Xacti, and JVC AVCHD Camcorders.

Guide on How to Convert AVCHD to New iPad on Mac

Step 1: Free download AVCHD to New iPad Converter for Mac, install and run it on your Mac.

Step 2: Simply click Add File button to import the AVCHD files you want to convert, then click Profile
option to select iPad MP4 as output format, from the option of the Destination select an output path
to save the converted video.

Step 3: Clip and edit (optional)

You can easily customize movies with the AVCHD to New iPad Converter for mac by editing videos
such as clip, crop, merge, apply effect and so on.

Step 4: Start converting

Hit Convert button after finish the settings above to convert AVCHD to New iPad. After the AVCHD
to New iPad Converter for Mac finishes converting, you can transfer the video to your New iPad to
play.
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